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Three main questions:
1.

Low interest rate environment: will it last and how much longer?
o

QE as a global factor? Secular decline in r*? Or temporary? What is the view of bond markets?

2.

Will central banks continue to use QE in the future (and why)?

3.

Should central banks keep their balance sheets large (and why)?

I will argue that:
1.

Low interest rates likely to last but not forever.

2.

Central banks will likely continue to use QE in the future.
o

3.

Because ZLB will remain binding (at least) until the next economic downturn.

Central banks should consider benefits from keeping their balance sheets large.
o

Because of “shortage of safe assets”, “collateral traps” and financial stability considerations.
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QE has led to a massive expansion of central banks’ balance sheets
Combined balance sheet of four major central banks

o The size of the aggregate balance sheet of the

four major central banks (Fed, ECB, BoJ, BoE)
quadrupled from USD 4 trillion in 2007 to about
USD 16 trillion currently.
o This is equivalent to 45% of combined GDP in the
four countries/economic areas, up from about 10%
of GDP in 2007.

Source: Malliaropulos and Migiakis (2018): Unconventional monetary policy and
sovereign bond yields: a global perspective (Bank of Greece, unpublished working
paper).
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QE is a global risk factor: motivation
Size of balance sheet and global yields

o Aggregate balance sheet of the four major

central banks as a share of the combined GDP
of the four countries/areas is strongly correlated
with the first principal component of ten-year
sovereign bond yields of 45 sovereigns across
all rating classes.
o Graph suggests a long-run relationship between
size of CBs’ balance sheets and global bond
yields.

Source: Malliaropulos and Migiakis (2018): Unconventional monetary policy and
sovereign bond yields: a global perspective (Bank of Greece, unpublished working
paper).
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QE is a global risk factor: evidence
Size of balance sheet and global yields

Regression:
𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑐𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2
𝑒𝑖𝑡
Credit ratings

𝐶𝐵𝑠 ′ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝐺𝐷𝑃
𝑡

QE

+ 𝛽3

𝐶𝐵𝑠 ′ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝐺𝐷𝑃
𝑡

∙ 𝑐𝑖𝑡 +

Interaction

𝑅𝑖𝑡 : 10-year bond yield of sovereign i, (i=1,…45);
𝑐𝑖𝑡 : credit rating of sovereign;
(𝐶𝐵𝑠 ′ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝐺𝐷𝑃): size of the balance sheet of the
four major central banks as a fraction of GDP.

Source: Malliaropulos and Migiakis (2018): Unconventional monetary policy and
sovereign bond yields: a global perspective (Bank of Greece, unpublished working
paper).

Findings:
o QE has led to a permanent decline in sovereign bond
yields globally, ranging from 250 bps for AAA rated
bonds to 330 bps for B rated bonds.
o Interpretation: large-scale asset purchases of central
banks reduce the effective supply of government
bonds available to the private sector.
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The secular decline in the “natural” interest rate
(A revival of Knut Wicksell, Solow-Swan and Ramsey models)
o The secular decline in the natural (equilibrium

r* = F(potential growth, discount factor, z)

o

o
o

o

o

o

Source: Holston, Laubach and Williams (2017).

real) rate may be related to:
the slowdown in trend productivity growth, “secular stagnation” hypothesis (Gordon 2015,
2016, Summers 2016 and others);
the decline in the growth rate of labour supply, due
to ageing of population;
the increase in life expectancy (people must save
more for retirement, hence are ready to accept a
lower real return on their savings);
Global factors such as the “global savings glut”
(Bernanke 2005);
The decline in the relative price of capital goods
(Rachel and Smith 2015)  decline in aggregate
investment relative to savings;
the increase in the share of services sectors
(Summers 2014)  less capital intensive  less
investment needed on aggregate (WhatsApp vs
Sony).
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The secular decline in the “natural” interest rate: implications
o If r* in fact declined permanently to 1%
i* = r* + π*
i* = 5%

i* = 3%

Source: author’s calculations.

from 3% and π*=2, then equilibrium
nominal short-term interest rate = 3%
rather than 5%.
o Policy rates will be more constrained by
ZLB.
o Central banks have less room to cut
rates in a recession.
o Kiley and Roberts (2017): Fed Funds
rate will be at the ZLB 38% of the time.
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Bond markets agree with the view that short-term interest rates will
be lower in the future
o 10-year treasury yields discount an

average Fed Funds rate of 3% over the
next 10 years!
o Term premia fell to negative territory after
mid-2011.
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Proposed strategies to mitigate decline in r*
o Structural policies aiming at raising productivity, pension reforms etc.
o Monetary policy:
o Raising the inflation target
o Switching to a price level / nominal GDP target
o Negative interest rates
o Abolishing cash
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A critical reassessment of the secular decline in r* hypothesis
Econometric and conceptual issues limit the usefulness of r* concept for monetary
policy.
Due to parameter uncertainty and ex post data revisions, estimates of r* are quite
imprecise;
2. Theory’s predictions about a stable relationship between real risk-free rates and economic
growth does not work well empirically - “risk-free rate puzzle” (Weil 1989);
3. Return of capital has been on an upward path over the past 40 years or so, in contrast to
estimates of r* which are trending downwards.
4. Equilibrium real interest rate is sensitive to regulatory constraints, the level of inflation,
asset bubbles, headwinds to economic recovery and monetary policy itself (Hamilton et al
2015).
1.
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The decline in r* may be less “secular” than thought

R* appears to be quite stable over the ~35 years
preceding the GFC. Sharp drop occurred in 2008.

Sharp drop in 2008 may be related to
temporary (but relatively persistent)
headwinds, arising from the GFC, rather
than structural factors:
o hysteresis of potential output due to a

Source: Holston, Laubach and Williams (2017).

chronic weakness of demand (Summers
2014);
o the slow deleveraging process of private
and public sector due to debt overhang:
“balance-sheet recession” (Reinhart and
Rogoff 2009);
o a “debt supercycle” (Rogoff 2015, Lo and
Rogoff 2015);
o the decline in the global supply of safe
assets: “safety trap” (Caballero and Fahri
2014).
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Monetary policy in the “new normal”
o There is no strong case for a fundamental change in the monetary policy

framework.
o Nevertheless, central banks will continue to use the size of their balance sheet
and forward guidance as a complement to the standard interest rate policy.
o There are a number of both theoretical and practical reasons for doing so:
The ZLB will continue to be a binding constraint on interest rate policy in a low inflation low interest rate environment. Race against time until next recession hits!
2. There are good arguments in favour of central banks keeping large balance sheets.
1.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Liquidity is desired, especially in a crisis, and creating liquidity enhances financial stability: crowding out of “inside
liquidity” in shadow-banking system (Greenwood, Hanson and Stein 2016, Bernanke 2016);
Central banks can provide short-term safe assets to the financial system when there is a shortage of safe assets
(Caballero and Fahri 2014).
Due to profits from seignorage, central banks have a cost advantage over Treasuries in the provision of safe assets.
Central banks can use collateral swaps (high-quality against low-quality) to mitigate “collateral traps” (Boissay and
Cooper 2014).
If QE has led to a permanent decline in global bond yields, then reducing the size of the balance sheet too fast may
induce financial instability (Malliaropulos and Migiakis 2018).
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Monetary policy dilemmas in EMEs
o Monetary policy dilemmas confronting emerging markets are very different from those of advanced
o

o

o

o

economies.
First, and most importantly, EMEs were never constrained by the ZLB. Unlike advanced economies,
monetary policy dilemmas in EMEs derive from traditional sources such as fiscal dominance, supplyside constraints leading to stagflationary episodes and spillovers from monetary policy in advanced
economies (Sheel 2016).
The debate on monetary policy in EMEs is centered on the monetary trilemma (“impossible trinity”) of
the Mundell-Fleming model. According to the trilemma theory, a country can have only two of the
following three: fixed exchange rate, monetary independence, and free capital flows.
Following the GFC and the increased role of US monetary policy in influencing other countries’ national
monetary policy through capital flows, credit growth and bank leverage, the debate centers on whether
the trilemma has currently reduced to a dilemma between monetary independence and free capital
mobility (Rey 2013).
However, regardless of whether the exchange rate regime matters or not, central banks in EMEs must
carefully steer their economies in rough waters: while trade protectionism and a slowdown of external
demand calls for an easing of monetary policy, the turning of the QE cycle and the resulting threat of
sudden stops call for higher interest rates.
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